Introduction {#s01}
============

Congression is the process by which the initially scattered chromosomes become aligned at the spindle equator, forming the metaphase plate ([@bib3]; [@bib30]). The force required for this process is generated by kinetochores, large protein machines that assemble on the centromeric DNA of each sister chromatid and form attachment sites for spindle microtubules ([@bib47]; [@bib10]). Two distinct congression mechanisms have been identified, which together ensure efficient chromosome alignment. Kinetochores located at the periphery of the spindle after nuclear envelope breakdown (NEB) engage the side wall of spindle microtubules, forming lateral attachments ([@bib22]; [@bib6]; [@bib3]). Such kinetochores are enriched in the Kinesin-7 CENP-E, which steps toward the microtubule plus-end, pulling chromosomes to the equator. However, loss of CENP-E activity still allows the vast majority of chromosomes to congress ([@bib32]; [@bib6]; [@bib5]) and only one-quarter of PtK1 cells contain laterally attached kinetochores ([@bib22]). This is in part explained by the observation that sister kinetochore pairs can biorient in the first minutes after NEB ([@bib27]). Indeed, biorientation is an absolute requirement for the eventual accurate segregation of sister chromatids and is promoted by (a) the conversion of lateral to end-on attachments ([@bib27], [@bib29]; [@bib38]; [@bib14]) and (b) stabilization of the bioriented state via the dephosphorylation of outer-kinetochore Aurora B substrates ([@bib25]; [@bib26]; [@bib46]; [@bib24]).

Sister pairs that instantaneously biorient do not necessarily require congression, as they are preferentially located at the spindle equator ([@bib27]). However, those that biorient in a pole-proximal position must generate a directional force to align. This force is thought to be produced by microtubule plus-end depolymerization at the kinetochore, which allows the pulling of chromosomes to the equator via the maintenance of attachment to the shortening fiber ([@bib8]; [@bib41], [@bib42]; [@bib23]; [@bib31]; [@bib22]). Originally termed Pac-man ([@bib17]), this force-generating mechanism can be described as depolymerization-coupled pulling (DCP; [@bib3]). DCP demands that the leading (poleward-moving \[P\]) kinetochore can maintain its attachment to depolymerizing microtubules, whereas the trailing (away-from-the-pole--moving \[AP\]) kinetochore is attached to polymerizing microtubules.

In vitro reconstitution experiments have suggested that the heterotrimeric spindle and kinetochore associated (Ska) complex (Ska1-Ska2-Ska3/RAMA1) could mediate P kinetochore coupling to depolymerizing microtubules, because it can autonomously track depolymerizing plus-ends, bind curved protofilaments, and transduce the force generated by depolymerization to a polystyrene bead ([@bib45]; [@bib37]). Moreover, siRNA-mediated depletion of the Ska complex in human cells has been shown to cause congression defects, consistent with its involvement in DCP ([@bib18]; [@bib11]; [@bib16]; [@bib43]; [@bib45]; [@bib21]; [@bib37]; [@bib1]). Here, we use live-cell imaging of single kinetochores during congression to reveal how the Ska complex is required for a specific substep of DCP. We further show how bioriented kinetochores are maturing through progressive recruitment of the Ska complex and that this may reflect a mechanical self-check that is coupled to signaling from the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC). These findings contribute to explaining how kinetochores ensure that anaphase initiates only when all sister-pairs have formed mature bioriented attachments and congressed to the spindle equator.

Results {#s02}
=======

The Ska complex is required for the maintenance of biorientation during congression {#s03}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assay the behavior of congressing chromosomes, we imaged mid-to-late prometaphase HeLa cells expressing eGFP-CENP-A at 7.5-s intervals for 5 min. Because kinetochores can congress by both lateral sliding and DCP ([Fig. 1 a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), it was important to identify the latter events in our videos. First, we focused on kinetochores located within the spindle (between pole and equator), because lateral sliding is largely restricted to the peripheral chromosomes ([@bib32]; [@bib6]). These kinetochores appeared bioriented based on glutaraldehyde fixation and α-tubulin staining ([Fig. 1 b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Second, we constrained our analysis to sisters whose kinetochore--kinetochore (K--K) axis was \<45° relative to local spindle microtubule path ([Fig. 1 a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), a geometry in which end-on attachment to opposite poles is possible. Third, we ensured that kinetochore pairs were undergoing interkinetochore breathing with a mean separation of \>0.9 µm, an essential characteristic of biorientation ([@bib7]; [@bib20]; [Fig. 1 a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To ensure that kinetochores fulfilling these criteria can be bioriented, we filmed sister-pairs as they congressed ([Fig. 1, c and d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and then fixed/processed the cell for serial block-face scanning EM (SBF-SEM). Kinetochores were clearly visible in the SBF-SEM images, enabling us to correlate the live cell and SEM ([Fig. 1, d--f](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, microtubule fibers terminated at both the AP and P kinetochores on the sister-pair that we had tracked ([Fig. 1, c--g](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), confirming that such chromosomes are congressing by DCP.

![**Congressing chromosomes that are oriented and breathing are bioriented.** (a) Schematic showing the selection criteria used to sample for kinetochore pairs that are congressing via DCP. (b) Image of a prometaphase HeLa cell expressing eGFP-CENP-A stained with DAPI and an antibody against α-tubulin. Zoom boxes depict an unaligned kinetochore pair that has formed a bioriented attachment. Bars: (top) 5 µm; (bottom) 1 µm. (c) Measurement of 3D intersister distance over time for the congressing kinetochore pair depicted in d, showing that it is undergoing interkinetochore breathing (mean 0.91 µm) after attachment (seen as rise in interkinetochore distance at *t* = 15 s). (d) Video stills of an eGFP-CENP-A--marked kinetochore-pair congressing to the metaphase plate. The cell was fixed at *t* = 127.5 s and processed for SBF-SEM. Red and yellow arrows, P and AP kinetochores; red and yellow stars, position of the kinetochore pair at *t* = 0 s; dotted blue line, metaphase plate periphery. Bar, 1 µm. (e) A single slice (84) from an SBF-SEM stack of the cell displayed in d after fixation at *t* = 127.5 s. Red and yellow arrows, P and AP kinetochores; dotted blue line, metaphase plate periphery; white asterisks, spindle poles. Bar, 5 µm. (f) Zoom of the white box in d. Here, the congressing kinetochore pair followed in c and d can clearly be seen with end-on microtubule attachment at both sisters, confirming that it is bioriented. White arrows, microtubules; red and yellow arrows, P and AP kinetochores. Bar, 1 µm. (g) Rendered image of slices 87--95 from the SBF-SEM stack of the cell depicted in d--f.](JCB_201607096_Fig1){#fig1}

By tracking the behavior of individual bioriented kinetochore pairs, we documented three phenotypes associated with DCP: (a) successfully congressing to the spindle equator (74.3 ± 3.3%), (b) stalling, where the sister-pair would persist in an immobile state (6.8 ± 2.4%), and (c) "flipping" (18.8 ± 3%), where the sister-pair would initiate congression but then rotate through 90° relative to the spindle axis as it approached the metaphase plate ([Fig. 2, a and b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). (This phenotype is distinct from the previously reported "kinetochore wobbling" by [@bib27], where laterally attached kinetochore pairs in early prometaphase changed their orientation by \>45° in the absence of directed motion.) We then sought to investigate how these phenotypes differed in cells depleted of Ska1 (Fig. S1). We found a dramatic reduction in successful congression to the spindle equator (to 10.7 ± 1%), which corresponded with a large increase in kinetochore flipping (to 70 ± 3.7%; [Fig. 2, a and b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The majority of these flipped sisters were then transported poleward with a median velocity of ∼7 µm/min ([Fig. 2 c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the flipping phenotype was not the consequence of a change in attachment state, because the fraction of unaligned bioriented kinetochores in control and Ska1-depleted cells was unchanged ([Fig. 2 d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The metaphase plate was identified in these images as the region of highest kinetochore density in a region roughly equidistant from either pole. To control for siRNA off-target effects, we transfected eGFP-CENP-A--expressing cells depleted of Ska1 with an siRNA resistant tagRFP-FKBP-Ska1 transgene. This successfully rescued the flipping phenotype, with the majority of unaligned bioriented kinetochore pairs (63 ± 8.5%) now congressing ([Fig. 3, a and b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To validate this phenotype independently of siRNA, we targeted the first exon of Ska1 using CRISPR/Cas9. Quantitative immunofluorescence revealed that ∼20% of cells demonstrated a \>95% Ska1 knockdown upon Ska1-GuideA-WTCas9 transfection for 72 h ([Fig. 3, c--e](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S1). In agreement with our siRNA data, transfection with the Ska1-targeted Cas9 augmented kinetochore flipping (to 41 ± 5.1%; [Fig. 3, f and g](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these data demonstrate that the Ska complex is required for the maintenance of biorientation during congression.

![**The Ska complex is required for the maintenance of biorientation during congression.** (a) Example image sequence of a sister kinetochore pair labeled with eGFP-CENP-A congressing to the metaphase plate in a cell treated with control siRNA (left) or initiating congression toward the metaphase plate in a Ska1-depleted cell, but then rotating through 90° relative to the spindle axis (flipping; right). Red and yellow arrows, P and AP kinetochores; red and yellow stars, position of the kinetochore pair at *t* = 0 (control) and preflip (Ska1 siRNA); pink stars, postflip position of the Ska1-depleted kinetochore pair; dotted blue line, metaphase plate periphery. Bar, 2 µm. (b) Quantification of unaligned bioriented kinetochore-pair behavior in eGFP-CENP-A--expressing cells treated with control or Ska1 siRNA. Error bars ± SD; *n* (control) = 157 KT from 90 cells; *n* (Ska1) = 114 KT from 67 cells. (c, left) Quantification of postflip kinetochore behavior in cells treated with Ska1 siRNA. Error bars ± SD, *n* = 114 KT from 67 cells. (right) Quantification of postflip kinetochore P-movement velocity in cells treated with Ska1 siRNA. (d, left) Proportion of unaligned sister-pairs oriented along their local microtubule path that are bioriented in cells treated with control or Ska1 siRNA. Error bars ± SD; *n* (control) = 93 KT from 59 cells; *n* (Ska1) = 138 KT from 82 cells. (right) Images of a prometaphase HeLa cell expressing eGFP-CENP-A depleted of Ska1 and stained with DAPI and an antibody against α-tubulin. Zoom boxes depict an unaligned kinetochore pair that is bioriented. Bars: (left) 5 µm; (right) 1 µm.](JCB_201607096_Fig2){#fig2}

![**Confirming the role of Ska in congression.** (a) Example image sequence of a congressing bioriented kinetochore pair labeled with eGFP-CENP-A in a cell depleted of Ska1 and subsequently rescued with an siRNA-resistant tagRFP-FKBP-Ska1 transgene. Red and yellow arrows, P and AP kinetochores; dotted blue line, metaphase plate periphery. Bars: (top) 5 µm; (bottom) 1 µm. (b) Quantification of unaligned bioriented kinetochore behavior during the Ska1 siRNA rescue experiment. Error bars ± SD; *n* (control+tagRFP-FKBP) = 126 KT from 39 cells; *n* (control+tagRFP-FKBP-Ska1) = 132 KT from 27 cells; *n* (Ska1+tagRFP-FKBP) = 251 KT from 77 cells; *n* (Ska1+tagRFP-FKBP-Ska1) = 57 KT from 29 cells. (c) Images of HeLa cells transfected with either an untargeted (WT Cas9) or Ska1-targeted (Ska1 Guide A WT Cas9) CRISPR/Cas9 vector and stained with DAPI and antibodies against Ska1 and CENP-A. Bar, 5 µm. (d) Quantification of cells treated with the Ska1-targeted CRISPR/Cas9 that displayed a knockdown of Ska1 as judged by a reduction in kinetochore staining intensity. Error bars ± SD; *n* = 200 cells. (e) Quantification of Ska1 staining intensity in the cells transfected with either an untargeted (WT Cas9) or Ska1-targeted (Ska1 Guide A WT Cas9) CRISPR/Cas9 vector that display a knockdown phenotype. *n* = 200 KT from 20 cells per condition. (f) Example image sequence of a flipping kinetochore pair labeled with eGFP-CENP-A in a cell treated with Ska1 GuideA WT Cas9. Red and yellow arrows, P and AP kinetochores; dotted blue line, metaphase plate periphery. Bar, 1 µm. (g) Quantification of unaligned bioriented kinetochore behavior in cells treated with Ska1 GuideA WTCas9. Error bar ± SD; *n* = 191 KT from 60 cells.](JCB_201607096_Fig3){#fig3}

Kinetochore flipping corresponds to lead sister detachment {#s04}
----------------------------------------------------------

The rotation of a bioriented sister-pair through 90° relative to the spindle axis ([Figs. 2 a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3 f](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that a flip event corresponds to the loss of microtubule attachment at the sister-pair. To validate this, we measured the eGFP-CENP-A--based intersister distance of flipping kinetochore pairs at two time points before and after a flip event in cells depleted of Ska1. Consistent with loss of attachment, we observed a significant reduction of the intersister distance after a flip event (from 900 ± 195 nm to 740 ± 190 nm) to a level comparable to that measured for tensionless (nonattached) kinetochores in the presence of the microtubule-depolymerizing drug nocodazole ([Fig. 4 a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Given the proposed function of the Ska complex in DCP, where force generation occurs at the P kinetochore, we sought to identify whether there was a P/AP bias in the flipping kinetochore. By determining which kinetochore rotated around its sister, we found that microtubule detachment occurred at the P kinetochore in ∼90% of cases ([Fig. 4 b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). To confirm this, we imaged a congressing kinetochore pair depleted of Ska1 and, when a flip initiated, we immediately fixed the cell and stained with α-tubulin antibodies. In [Fig. 4 c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the P kinetochore can clearly be seen rotated through 90° and not bound to any microtubules, whereas the AP kinetochore can still be seen bound to a K-fiber.

![**Kinetochore flipping corresponds to lead sister detachment.** (a) Quantification of interkinetochore distance before and after the flip event in eGFP-CENP-A cells treated with Ska1 siRNA. Measurements were taken manually from the two time frames before the initiation of a flip and the two after the 90° rotation. *n* = 47 KT from 39 cells; P-value calculated using two-sample *t* test. (b) The proportion of flip events that occurred at either the P or AP kinetochore in cells treated with Ska1 siRNA. The flipping kinetochore was identified as the kinetochore that rotated ∼90° around its roughly stationary sister. Error bars ± SD; 39 KT from 37 cells. (c) The lead sister is no longer associated with microtubules after a flip event. Cells expressing eGFP-CENP-A were depleted of Ska1, and an unaligned bioriented kinetochore pair was followed during a flip. Immediately after the 90° rotation was observed, the cell was fixed with glutaraldehyde and microtubules were visualized using an anti--α-tubulin antibody. Insets show the flipped kinetochore in three *z*-sections. Red arrow indicates the P (flipped) kinetochore. Bars: (left) 3 µm; (right) 1 µm. (d) Image of a prometaphase cell stained with DAPI and antibodies against CENP-A and phosphorylated Hec1S55. Zoom boxes depict the staining intensities at aligned bioriented (1) and unaligned bioriented (2) kinetochore pairs. Bars: (top) 5 µm; (bottom) 1 µm. (e) Quantification of Hec1pS55 staining intensity relative to CENP-A at aligned and unaligned bioriented kinetochore pairs. *n* = 256 aligned KT and 135 unaligned KT from 26 cells; P-value calculated using two-sample *t* test. (f) Quantification of unaligned bioriented kinetochore behavior in eGFP-CENP-A cells treated with control siRNA and 2 µM ZM1 for ≥10 min. Error bars ± SD; 123 KT from 29 cells. (g) Video stills of a stalled kinetochore pair in an eGFP-CENP-A cell treated with control siRNA and 2 µM ZM1. Yellow arrows, kinetochore position; dotted blue line, metaphase plate periphery. Bar, 3 µm.](JCB_201607096_Fig4){#fig4}

One possibility is that kinetochore flipping may represent Aurora B--mediated error correction. However, it has been reported that bioriented kinetochore pairs irreversibly antagonize error correction caused by recruitment of PP1 ([@bib12]). Nevertheless, it is unknown whether this antagonism occurs once sister-pairs have congressed or immediately after biorientation in a position-independent manner. To investigate this, we quantified the phosphorylation of Ndc80 at serine 55 (a key error correction target; [@bib12]) at bioriented sister-pairs that were in either an aligned or unaligned state. We found no difference in Ndc80pS55 levels between these two sister-pair subgroups ([Fig. 4, d and e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, unlike their phospho-state, the rate of kinetochore flipping in control cells is not equal between these two groups. Instead, flipping is restricted to bioriented sister-pairs undergoing congression, suggesting that an alternate mechanism underpins this process. We did attempt to directly test whether Aurora B is required for flipping by treating cells with ZM1 ([@bib13]), but the treatment caused unaligned bioriented kinetochore pairs to stall ([Fig. 4, f and g](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We have observed flipping only at kinetochore pairs undergoing active congression, so this result is uninformative.

Force-dependent release of the leading kinetochore {#s05}
--------------------------------------------------

An alternative model is that flipping may result from the mechanical failure of attachment, possibly because of phases of high pulling force on the lead sister. To test this idea, we depleted the microtubule depolymerase mitotic centromere-associated kinesin (MCAK; [@bib19]), which reduces the speed of kinetochore movement within the metaphase plate as a result of changing the balance of microtubule depolymerization at the P kinetochore ([@bib48]; [@bib20]; [@bib2]). Quantitative immunofluorescence revealed that both MCAK and Ska1 were codepleted efficiently ([Fig. 5, a--d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In agreement with studies of aligned kinetochore-pairs ([@bib20]), MCAK depletion slowed the speed of congressing kinetochore-pairs from 2.93 ± 1.2 µm/min in control cells to 1.95 ± 0.81 µm/min in MCAK-depleted cells ([Fig. 5 e](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We then compared the number of flip events in Ska1 and Ska1/MCAK double-depleted cells and found that MCAK codepletion with Ska1 reduced the number of flip events from 63.1 ± 2.7% to 38.3 ± 5.6%, enabling a larger proportion of chromosomes to congress ([Fig. 5 f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Interpretation of this result is potentially problematic, as MCAK has been proposed to function in Aurora B--mediated error correction ([@bib4]; [@bib15]). Therefore, we treated Ska1-depleted cells with 100 nM taxol for 1 h, which reduces microtubule dynamicity and decreases intersister tension ([@bib12]). We found that the treatment reduced the rate of flipping to 41.7 ± 1.55%, allowing more kinetochore pairs to successfully congress ([Fig. 5 g](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we favor a model in which flip events are caused by excess pulling forces being exerted on the kinetochore-depolymerizing microtubule attachment, which can lead to mechanical failure.

![**Force-dependent release of the leading kinetochore.** (a) Images of cells treated with control, MCAK, or Ska1 + MCAK siRNA and stained with antibodies against CENP-A and MCAK. Zoom boxes depict the staining at individual kinetochores. Bars: (top) 5 µm; (bottom) 1 µm. (b) Quantification of MCAK intensities in cells treated with control, MCAK, or Ska1 + MCAK siRNA. *n* = 200 KT from 20 cells per condition. (c) Left, Images of cells treated with control, Ska1 + control, or MCAK siRNA and stained with antibodies against CENP-A and Ska1. Insets show individual kinetochores. Bars: (top) 5 µm; (bottom) 1 µm. (d) Quantification of Ska1 staining intensities in cells treated with control, Ska1 + control, or Ska1 + MCAK siRNA. *n* = 200 KT from 20 cells per condition. (e) Quantification of kinetochore speed during congression in eGFP-CENP-A--expressing cells treated with control or MCAK siRNA. Measurements were taken from tracks of persistent movement that lasted at least three time frames. *n* (MCAK) = 76 KT from 42 cells; *n* (control) = 75 KT from 53 cells; P-value calculated using two-sample *t* test. (f) Quantification of unaligned bioriented kinetochore behavior in eGFP-CENP-A--expressing cells treated with Ska1 + control, MCAK, or Ska1 + MCAK siRNA. Error bars ± SD; *n* (Ska1 + control) = 218 KT from 46 cells; *n* (Ska1 + MCAK) = 215 KT from 72 cells; *n* (MCAK) = 323 KT from 99 cells. (g) Quantification of unaligned bioriented kinetochore behavior in cells depleted of Ska1 by siRNA and treated with DMSO or 100 nM taxol for 1 h. Error bars ± SD; *n* (DMSO) = 132 KT from 35 cells; *n* (taxol) = 127 KT from 38 cells.](JCB_201607096_Fig5){#fig5}

Congression is coupled to an increase in microtubule occupancy at kinetochores {#s06}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We suspected that the increase in load on the P kinetochore may be related to the observation that metaphase kinetochores are bound to more microtubules that those in prometaphase ([@bib31]). However, this experiment did not rule out that differences were caused by cell cycle effects; we needed a comparison of unaligned and congressed kinetochores in the same cell. To do this, we used our SBF-SEM images to quantify the number of microtubules terminating at bioriented kinetochore pairs. We note that the resolution limit of SEM means that the observed microtubule fibers may reflect both single microtubules and small bundles. Hence, this assay reads out microtubule density rather than absolute microtubule number. We found a ∼50% increase in microtubule density at aligned bioriented sister-pairs compared with those that had not yet congressed ([Fig. 6, a and b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S2). To substantiate this finding, we analyzed prometaphase HeLa cells fixed using glutaraldehyde and stained with an α-tubulin antibody. The tubulin signal increased by ∼27% at aligned bioriented sister-pairs ([Fig. 6, c and e](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), a relationship that remained in Ska1-depleted cells ([Fig. 6, d and e](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We do note that depletion of Ska reduces the number of microtubules bound to the kinetochore, a finding that is consistent with previous work ([@bib16]; [@bib35]; [@bib9]). Together, these data demonstrate that kinetochores recruit additional microtubules in a Ska complex--independent manner during congression.

![**Congression is coupled to an increase in microtubule occupancy at kinetochores.** (a, I) Single slice from an SBF-SEM image of a prometaphase HeLa cell; boxes show aligned bioriented (1) and unaligned bioriented (2) kinetochore pairs. Zoom boxes display single slices and their associated segmentation. Kinetochore-attached and non--kinetochore-attached microtubule structures are in light green and dark green, respectively. Dotted blue line, metaphase plate center; white asterisks, spindle pole positions. Bars: (left) 5 µm; (right) 1 µm. (II, top) Box depicting the spindle region used to render microtubule attachment at the sister pairs indicated in 1 and 2. (bottom) Z-projection (slices 56--65) of the kinetochore and microtubule model generated from the cell in I. Kinetochore-attached and non--kinetochore-attached microtubule structures are indicated in light green and dark green, respectively. (b) Quantification of microtubule structures terminating at kinetochores in either aligned bioriented or unaligned bioriented state by SBF-SEM. *n* = 100 aligned KT and 20 unaligned KT from three cells; P-value calculated using two-sample *t* test. Image of a prometaphase eGFP-CENP-A cell treated with control (c) or Ska1 (d) siRNA and stained with DAPI and anti--α-tubulin. Zoom boxes depict the staining intensities at aligned bioriented (1) and unaligned bioriented (2) kinetochore pairs, respectively. Bars: (top) 5 µm; (bottom) 1 µm. (e) Quantification of kinetochore-proximal α-tubulin signal at aligned bioriented and unaligned bioriented kinetochore pairs in cells treated with either control or Ska1 siRNA. *n* (control) = 199 aligned KT and 75 unaligned KT from 20 cells; *n* (Ska1) = 152 aligned KT and 38 unaligned KT from 16 cells; P-value calculated using two-sample *t* test.](JCB_201607096_Fig6){#fig6}

The fates of flipped kinetochore pairs {#s07}
--------------------------------------

During our initial analysis of congression phenotypes associated with DCP, we found that siRNA control cells have a ∼20% baseline level of flipping ([Fig. 2 b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which is also observed in untreated HeLa cells (flip rate of 22.3 ± 3.3%; [Fig. 7 a](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, flipping can be observed in RPE1 cells expressing eGFP-CENP-A (Fig. S3); however, because of the accelerated speed of congression and the instantaneous biorientation of kinetochore pairs in these cells ([@bib28]), such events are less frequent. In unperturbed cells, this flipping behavior is identical to that in Ska1-depleted cells, in which the P kinetochore detaches from its associated K-fiber during congression, resulting in a reduction in intersister distance ([Fig. 7, b and c](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, however, the fates of these flipping kinetochore pairs are distinct from those in Ska1-depleted cells. In Ska1-depleted cells, kinetochores flip, reattach to spindle microtubules (the K--K axis stabilizes at \<45°), and resume congression. However, 42 ± 6.4% of these kinetochores undergo a second flip ([Fig. 7, d and f](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), and 91 ± 8.7% of all flipped kinetochores failed to congress during the 5-min video ([Fig. 7, d and g](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This sequential flipping can be illustrated by tracking the intersister distance and K--K axis angle of the sister-pair ([Fig. 7, h and i](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). We observed a decrease in sister separation (indicative of detachment), which corresponds with an increase in K--K axis angle after both flip events ([Fig. 5 i](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In both cases, these flip events were preceded by a period of low K--K axis angle and intersister breathing ∼1 µm, demonstrating that the sister-pair was bioriented before the first flip and reattached to microtubules before the second flip ([Fig. 7 i](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, only 15 ± 6.2% of kinetochores in control cells undergo a second flip ([Fig. 7 f](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), and 61 ± 1.7% of all flipped kinetochores successfully congress ([Fig. 7, e, g, and j](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Given that we have only observed a 5-min snapshot of congression, it is likely that all flipped kinetochores in control cells reach the metaphase plate. This is supported by 12-h time-lapse videos of HeLa cells expressing Histone-2B-GFP, in which 100% of chromosomes in control cells congressed by 24 min, compared with 50% in Ska1-depleted cells (Fig. S4). The resolution of attachment and subsequent congression of flipped kinetochore pairs in control cells highlights two points: (a) flipping does not represent a subset of defective kinetochores, and (b) flipping is a normal feature of chromosome congression because flips can lead to reattachment and successful congression in unperturbed human cells.

![**Fates of flipped kinetochore pairs.** (a) Quantification of unaligned bioriented kinetochore behavior in untreated (WT) eGFP-CENP-A--expressing cells and those treated with control siRNA. Error bars ± SD; *n* (control) =157 KT from 90 cells; *n* (WT) = 134 KT from 43 cells. (b) Quantification of interkinetochore distance before and after the flip event in control siRNA-treated cells; measurements were taken as in [Fig. 4 a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; *n* = 52 KT from 38 cells; P-value calculated using two-sample *t* test. (c) Proportion of flip events that occurred at the either P or AP kinetochore in control siRNA-treated cells; measurements were taken as in [Fig. 4 b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Error bars ± SD; *n* = 52 KT from 43 cells. (d) Example image sequence of a Ska1-depleted kinetochore pair undergoing two sequential flip events (*t* = 60 and 112.5 s) interspersed by a period of reorientation (*t* = 75--82.5 s). Red and yellow arrows, P and AP kinetochores; dotted blue line, metaphase plate periphery. Bar, 2 µm. (e) Example image sequence of a kinetochore pair undergoing a flip event followed by reorientation and congression. Red and yellow arrows, P and AP kinetochores; dotted blue line, metaphase plate periphery. Bar, 2 µm. (f) Proportion of flipped kinetochore pairs that undergo a second flip event in cells treated with control or Ska1 siRNA. Error bar ± SD; *n* (control) = 28 KT from 27 cells; *n* (Ska1) = 78 KT from 59 cells. (g) Quantification of kinetochore pair fate after a flip event in cells treated with control or Ska1 siRNA. Error bar ± SD; *n* (control) = 28 KT from 27 cells; *n* (Ska1) = 78 KT from 59 cells. (h) Schematic illustrating the measurement of interkinetochore distance (d) and K--K axis angle (the angle of sister kinetochores \[green lines\] relative to metaphase plate). K--K axis angle is normalized so that a 90° orientation to the metaphase plate is 0. (i and j) Plot of K--K axis angle and interkinetochore distance during two sequential flip events in the Ska1-depleted kinetochore pair shown in d (i) or during a flip event followed by successful congression in the control siRNA treated kinetochore pair shown in e (j). Dotted green line, kinetochore axis angle of 75°; dotted red line, intersister distance in absence of microtubules (i.e., rest length).](JCB_201607096_Fig7){#fig7}

Dynamic maturation of the Ska complex during congression {#s08}
--------------------------------------------------------

Our data show that the Ska complex is required to limit the number of lead kinetochore detachment events. Interestingly, we noticed in our immunostaining experiments that Ska1 levels appeared to be reduced on unaligned bioriented kinetochore pairs compared with those that had aligned. Indeed, quantification revealed that Ska1 staining intensity was reduced by 51% at unaligned bioriented kinetochore pairs, a finding we confirmed in live cells using a tagRFP-FKBP--tagged Ska1 transgene ([Fig. 8, a--d](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This finding suggested that bioriented kinetochores load the Ska complex during congression. To test this, we took a single image of an unaligned kinetochore pair expressing 2xtagRFP-Ska1, allowed it to congress, and imaged the same kinetochore pair once more. We found that the 2xtagRFP-Ska1 signal increased 178% during this alignment ([Fig. 8, e and f](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S5). Thus, bioriented kinetochores progressively load Ska complexes as they congress.

![**Dynamic maturation of the Ska complex during congression.** (a) Image of a prometaphase cell stained with DAPI and antibodies against CENP-A and Ska1. Zoom boxes show aligned (1) and unaligned (2) bioriented kinetochore pairs. Bars: (top) 5 µm; (bottom) 1 µm. (b) Quantification of Ska1 staining intensity at aligned and unaligned bioriented kinetochore pairs. *n* ≥ 157 KT from 37 cells per condition; P-value calculated using two-sample *t* test. (c) Image of a prometaphase eGFP-CENP-A--expressing cell transfected with tagRFP-FKBP-Ska1 (tagRFP channel is shown). Zoom boxes depict the staining at aligned (1) and unaligned (2) bioriented kinetochore pairs. Bars: (top) 5 µm; (bottom) 1 µm. (d) Quantification of tagRFP-FKBP-Ska1 intensities at aligned and unaligned bioriented kinetochore pairs after background subtraction. *n* ≥ 53 KT from 15 cells per condition; P-value calculated using two-sample *t* test. (e) Left, image of a late-prometaphase HeLa cell with a single unaligned kinetochore pair expressing eGFP-CENP-A and transfected with 2×tagRFP-Ska1. Right, image of the same cell after the unaligned kinetochore pair has congressed. Bar, 5 µm. (f) Quantification of 2×tagRFP-Ska1 intensity at single kinetochores when in an unaligned state and after congression. *n* = 12 KT from 10 cells; P-value calculated using two-sample *t* test. (g) Image of a cold-treated metaphase cell fixed and stained with DAPI and antibodies against α-tubulin and Ska1. Zoom boxes depict the staining intensities at individual kinetochore pairs. Bars: (top) 5 µm; (bottom) 1 µm. (h) Scatterplot of Ska1 and kinetochore proximal α-tubulin signals at single kinetochores after background subtraction in cold-treated metaphase cells. *n* = 300 KT from 30 cells.](JCB_201607096_Fig8){#fig8}

This result raised the possibility that Ska complex maturation is coupled to the recruitment of microtubules ([Fig. 6, a--f](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Ideally, we would have correlated Ska complex and α-tubulin intensities at single kinetochores in different spindle positions. However, our Ska1 antibody was ineffective with glutaraldehyde fixation, and the noise from non--K-fiber microtubules confounds quantification in cells fixed with paraformaldehyde. To overcome these obstacles, we used cold treatment to remove nonkinetochore microtubules, fixed the cells using paraformaldehyde, and then quantified the Ska1 and α-tubulin signals at single aligned kinetochores ([Fig. 8, g and h](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to note that a limitation of this approach is that spindle length decreases in the cold, forming a broad metaphase plate that contains a mix of sister-pairs that were aligned and unaligned before treatment ([Fig. 8 g](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Nonetheless, our analysis revealed a strong linear correlation (*R*^2^ = 0.3444) between the levels of Ska1 and α-tubulin ([Fig. 8, g and h](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these data demonstrate that bioriented kinetochores can exist in both mature and immature states, and this Ska1 maturation is correlated with both congression and the number of K-fiber microtubules.

Ska maturation correlates with loss of Bub1 from kinetochores {#s09}
-------------------------------------------------------------

It is well established that unattached kinetochores generate a "wait-anaphase" signal through activation of the SAC. This involves the recruitment of Bub and Mad proteins to the kinetochore ([@bib33]). Our data suggest that immature bioriented kinetochores may also generate a wait-anaphase signal. To investigate this, we stained cells with anti-Bub1 as a readout of checkpoint signaling and anti-Ska1 antibodies as a marker for maturation ([Fig. 9 a](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). First, we measured the levels of both proteins on the same single kinetochores that were aligned, unaligned/bioriented, or unaligned/non-bioriented. These states were defined by the spindle position, orientation, and intersister distance of each sister kinetochore pair ([Fig. 9 b](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, unaligned/non-bioriented kinetochores had high levels of Bub1 and low levels of Ska1 ([Fig. 9, a, c, and d](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the aligned kinetochores had the opposite phenotype, with high levels of Ska1 and low levels of Bub1 ([Fig. 9, a, c, and d](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). As we previously found, the unaligned but bioriented kinetochores (intersister distances equivalent to the aligned population) had Ska1 levels twofold lower than the aligned kinetochores but significantly higher than the non-bioriented population. However, unlike the aligned kinetochores, Bub1 was still loaded to a level similar to that measured on non-bioriented kinetochores ([Fig. 9, a, c, and d](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This behavior was also sister kinetochore autonomous, as we observed instances in which one sister was Bub1^+^/Ska^--^ and the other Bub1^--^/Ska1^+^ ([Fig. 9 e](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), thus providing evidence that immature bioriented kinetochores produce an independent SAC signal.

![**Ska maturation correlates with loss of Bub1 from kinetochores.** (a) Images of prometaphase HeLa cells stained with antibodies against Ska1 and Bub1 and CREST antisera. Zoom boxes depict the staining intensities at aligned bioriented (1 and 3), unaligned bioriented (2), and unaligned nonbioriented (4) kinetochore pairs. Bars: (zoom-out) 5 µm; (zoom-in) 1 µm. (b) Quantification of CREST-based intersister distance at the kinetochore pair subgroups shown in a. *n* = 159 KT from 16 cells. (c) Quantification of Ska1 staining intensity at the kinetochore pair subgroups defined in a. *n* = 159 KT from 16 cells. (d) Quantification of Bub1 staining intensity at the kinetochore pair subgroups defined in a. *n* = 159 KT from 16 cells. (e) Images of prometaphase cells stained with antibodies against Ska1 and Bub1 and CREST antisera. Zoom boxes depict an unaligned bioriented kinetochore pair with opposing Ska1/Bub1 loading. Bars: (left) 5 µm; (right) 1 µm.](JCB_201607096_Fig9){#fig9}

Discussion {#s10}
==========

Our data show that the Ska complex is required for the P kinetochore to withstand microtubule pulling forces---a key feature of DCP ([Fig. 10 a](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). This finding is consistent with structural and biochemical studies that show how the Ska complex mediates coupling to depolymerizing microtubule plus-end by binding and remaining attached to curved protofilaments that are extruded during disassembly ([@bib45]; [@bib21]; [@bib37]; [@bib1]). However, the Ska complex is not essential for congression per se, because the majority of kinetochores can align in its absence. Presumably, these sisters were not subject to excess load or congressed by lateral sliding ([@bib22]), by instantaneous biorientation ([@bib27]), or through contributions from other redundant factors, with CENP-F being a prime candidate ([@bib44]).

![**Model for congression via DCP and integration with checkpoint signaling.** (a) Schematic depicting the contribution of kinetochore factors to movement (green arrow) of bioriented chromosomes by DCP. Inset shows single microtubule-kinetochore attachment site. The Ska complex attaches to, and tracks with, the curving protofilaments as they peel away from the lattice, thus generating a pulling force. This coupling is essential for the maintenance of P kinetochore attachment when under load. Attachments absolutely require the Ndc80 complex, which may also contribute to force generation by biased diffusion (dotted curved arrow). In addition to these coupling factors, MCAK, Aurora B, and CENP-Q---a subunit of CENP-O complex ([@bib5])---contribute to force generation (F~pull~). (b) Model for bioriented kinetochore maturation and attachment regulation during prometaphase. The canonical Aurora B error correction pathway destabilizes erroneous attachments (i.e., syntelic), promoting the formation of bioriented attachments. These unaligned bioriented kinetochore pairs then congress by DCP. During congression, each kinetochore progressively (and autonomously) loads Ska complexes. This increases the load-bearing capacity of the structure, enabling kinetochores to efficiently track the depolymerizing K-fiber microtubules, which are increasing in number and stability. Unaligned bioriented, but immature, kinetochore pairs do not silence the SAC. We propose that maturation is part of a mechanical microtubule attachment self-check: if the kinetochore does not recruit sufficient Ska complex, or microtubule recruitment is too rapid, the kinetochore will detach from its associated K-fiber. As a result, only mature bioriented sister kinetochores reach the metaphase plate and silence the SAC.](JCB_201607096_Fig10){#fig10}

Here, we have documented a previously overlooked event during mitosis: the detachment and flipping of the P kinetochore during congression ([Fig. 10 b](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Our data support a model that involves the failure of the kinetochore-microtubule attachment, which would activate the SAC ([Fig. 10 b](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). It could be suggested that we are observing error-correction events mediated by Aurora B. However, several lines of evidence argue against this idea: (a) our own observations and those from [@bib12] suggest that error correction is antagonized once a bioriented attachment has formed; (b) we observed flip events at high intersister distance, thus ruling out correction caused by a loss of tension; (c) it is hard to reconcile how a symmetric cue, the loss of tension across the sister-pair, leads to a highly asymmetric response with only the P sister detaching; and (d) the Ska complex has recently been reported to promote Aurora B activity ([@bib36]). Therefore, Ska1-depleted kinetochores display a high rate of microtubule detachment despite having compromised error correction. Nevertheless, the cause of P kinetochore detachment remains obscure. We favor the idea that kinetochores come under increasing load, perhaps because of the increase in kinetochore-bound microtubules. Moreover, we also found that the poleward-facing sister had more bound microtubules than the sister facing the metaphase plate (unpublished data). This may also explain why the P kinetochore needs to recruit microtubules during congression and why it is more sensitive to pulling forces.

We have directly observed that the Ska complex is progressively recruited to bioriented kinetochore pairs as they congress. This shows that once kinetochores biorient, they load Ska complexes in a maturation step dependent on active congression. We propose that this is to handle the escalating pulling forces that would occur as microtubules are recruited to the kinetochore ([Fig. 10 b](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Consistently, the level of kinetochore-bound Ska complex is positively correlated with the number of stably attached microtubules. Importantly, Ska1-depleted cells still display the increase in kinetochore-bound microtubules at aligned bioriented sister-pairs, which suggests that the Ska complex is not required for microtubule recruitment to the kinetochore per se, but functions immediately after binding to maintain the attachment during congression. Given that loss of Ska increases the probability of flipping, we suggest that it is the slow maturation of Ska that triggers detachment in normal mitosis. Interestingly, the Ska complex has been reported to recruit PP1, and so it is possible this increase in kinetochore-associated phosphatase activity contributes to maturation ([@bib40]).

Our working model is that these mechanics would allow only bioriented kinetochores that fully mature (in terms of Ska complexes and microtubules) to persist. Indeed, in wild-type cells, flip events are typically followed by reattachment and successful congression, whereas in Ska1-depleted cells, kinetochores are trapped in a futile cycle of detachment-reattachment-detachment. Thus, episodes of lead kinetochore detachment-reattachment in wild-type cells may represent some kind of mechanical self-check on the attachment ([Fig. 10 b](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}).

This work provides evidence that unaligned, but bioriented, kinetochores generate a SAC signal that is only extinguished after the kinetochore matures, an event that coincides with congression. This does not, however, mean that the SAC is monitoring congression. In fact, our data show that the maturation state is independent of position; i.e., we can observe kinetochores that are Bub1^+^/Ska^--^ within the metaphase plate. Our data are consistent with the previous observation that KNL1 and the Bub1:Bub3 complex (KBB pathway) is required for producing a SAC signal when kinetochores are bioriented but not aligned ([@bib39]). The alternative RZZ pathway can activate the SAC only when the kinetochore is unattached. Our data thus provide further evidence that the KBB pathway is required for immature bioriented kinetochores to generate a SAC signal. The nature of the molecular signals that silence the KBB pathway and drive accumulation of Ska complexes at the metaphase plate remains a crucial open question.

Materials and methods {#s11}
=====================

Cell culture, siRNA transfection, and drug treatments {#s12}
-----------------------------------------------------

HeLa-Kyoto (K) cells were grown in a humidified incubator at 37°C and 5% CO~2~ in DMEM (Gibco) containing 10% FCS, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin supplemented with 0.1 µg/ml puromycin (Invitrogen) for maintenance of the eGFP-CENP-A cell line ([@bib20]). The HeLa H2B-GFP cell line was maintained in nonselective medium. The hTERT-RPE1 eGFP-CENP-A cell line was maintained in DMEM/F-12 medium containing 10% FCS, 2.3 g/l sodium bicarbonate, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin. siRNA oligonucleotides (53 nM) were transfected using oligofectamine (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's guidelines and analyzed at 48 h. The following sequences were used: control, 5′-GGACCUGGAGGUCUGCUGU-3′; Ska1, 5′-CCGCUUAACCUAUAAUCAA-3′; and MCAK, 5′-GAUCCAACGCAGUAAUGGU-3′. For drug treatments, cells were treated with 2 µM ZM447439 (Tocris Bioscience) for 30 min or 100 nM taxol (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h before live-cell imaging.

Plasmid construction and siRNA rescue experiments {#s13}
-------------------------------------------------

To generate tagRFP-FKBP-Ska1, eGFP was first replaced with tagRFP in pEGFP-C1 (Takara Bio Inc.) using NheI and XhoI, creating pMC387. FKBP12 was then inserted in the XhoI and HindIII restriction sites creating pMC390. Next, full-length siRNA-resistant Ska1 was ligated into pMC390 using PstI/MfeI to create tagRFP-FKBP-Ska1 (RIP; pMC393). Ska1 was rendered resistant to the Ska1 siRNA oligonucleotide ([@bib18]) using site-directed mutagenesis with the following primer pairs: 5′-CTTCGTACATGAAATCCCGGTTAACCTATAATCAAATTAA-3′/5′-TTAATTTGATTATAGGTTAACCGGGATTTCATGTACGAAG-3′, 5′-ATGAAATCCCGGTTAACCTACAATCAAATTAATGATGTTA-3′/5′-TAACATCATTAATTTGATTGTAGGTTAACCGGGATTTCAT-3′, and 5′-AATCCCGGTTAACCTACAACCAAATTAATGATGTTATTAA-3′/5′-TTAATAACATCATTAATTTGGTTGTAGGTTAACCGGGATT-3′. For siRNA rescue experiments, eGFP-CENP-A cells were transfected with either Ska1 or control siRNA and grown for 12 h in MEM. The medium was then changed to DMEM containing 0.1 µg/ml puromycin, and the cells were transfected with 1 µg of tagRFP-FKBP-Ska1 (pMC393) or tagRFP-FKBP (pMC390) transgene using FuGene6 (Roche) according to the manufacturer's instructions and incubated for a further 48 h. For Ska1 loading analysis, FKBP was excised from pMC393 and replaced with PCR-amplified tagRFP fragment using XhoI and HindIII sites, creating pMC463. For expression in cells, 1.5 µg of DNA was transfected using FuGene6 (Roche) and incubated for 48 h.

CRISPR/Cas9 {#s14}
-----------

To target Ska1 exon 1, the guide 5′-TAATTGTTCCAGATCTGACG-3′ (Ska1 GuideA top) was cloned into the human codon optimized SpCas9 and chimeric guide expression plasmid (pX330; Addgene) using BbsI. For BbsI compatibility, the sequence CACCG was added to the 5′ end (creating 5′-CACCG TAATTGTTCCAGATCTGACG-3′). Because insertion requires double-stranded DNA, a complimentary oligo 5′-CGTCAGATCTGGAACAATTA-3′ (Ska1 GuideA bottom) was ordered with 5′-AAAC and 3′-C additions for BbsI compatibility (creating 5′-AAACCGTCAGATCTGGAACAATTAC-3′). Together, these modifications allow for scarless cloning into the pX330 vector. The oligos were phosphorylated and annealed by incubation with T4 PNK (New England Biolabs, Inc.) and T4 ligation buffer (New England Biolabs, Inc.; replacing the supplied PNK buffer). The product was ligated into the pX330 vector using a single-step digestion-ligation with FastDigest BbsI (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and T4 ligase (New England Biolabs, Inc.). Any residual linearized DNA was digested using the PlasmidSafe exonuclease (EpiBio). Cells were transfected with 1.5 µg plasmid using Fugene6 (Roche) in 1.5 ml DMEM according to the manufacturer's instructions. After 24 h, 500 µl fresh DMEM was added, and the cells were grown for a further 24 h, at which point the medium was replaced with 2 ml DMEM containing selective antibiotics if necessary and grown for 24 h. Cells were imaged, harvested, and fixed after 72 h of transfection. For Surveyor analysis of guide-induced indel mutation, HeLa-K cells were harvested from a single 35-mm dish after guide transfection for 72 h, and genomic DNA was extracted using a QIAamp DNA blood mini kit (QIAGEN). A ∼1-kb fragment containing the target site was amplified using PCR with the primer pair 5′-TTAGACCCTCCCCTTCTCTCTC-3′ and 5′-CGCTTTTGTCAGAACACATCTC-3′. 200 ng of PCR product was denatured and reannealed in NEB buffer 2 (New England Biolabs, Inc.; final volume 19 µl) using a thermocycler and the following conditions: 95°C for 5 min; 95°C to 85°C at --2°C/s; and 85°C to 25°C at --0.1°C/s. After cycling, the reaction mix was incubated with 1 µl T7 endonuclease (New England Biolabs, Inc.) for 15 min at 37°C.

Immunofluorescence microscopy {#s15}
-----------------------------

For anti--CENP-A (mouse; ab13939; Abcam), anti-Ska1 (rabbit; ab46826; Abcam), anti-Hec1PSer55 (rabbit; no longer available; Thermo Fisher Scientific), and anti-Bub1 (mouse; ab54893; Abcam) primary antibodies, cells were fixed for 10 min at RT with 20 mM Pipes, pH 6.8, 10 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl~2~, 0.2% Triton X-100, and 4% formaldehyde. For the cold stable assay, cells were placed on ice for 9 min before fixation. For anti-MCAK antibodies (rabbit; AKIN05; Cytoskeleton, Inc.), cells were fixed for 10 min at −20°C in methanol. In both cases, the cells were then washed three times in PBS for 5 min before blocking in 3% BSA in PBS for 30 min. Cells were incubated for 1 h with primary antibodies: anti--CENP-A (1:500), anti-Ska1 (1:400), anti-Hec1pSer55 (1:300), anti-MCAK (1:500), anti-Bub1 (1:500), and CREST antisera (1:250) and washed three times in PBS for 5 min. Secondary antibodies were Alexa Fluor--conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen) used at 1:500 for 30 min. For anti--α-tubulin (mouse; T6074-200UL; Sigma-Aldrich) antibodies, cells were preextracted for 30 s in 80 mM Pipes, pH 6.8, 1 mM MgCl~2~, 4 mM EGTA, and 0.5% Triton X-100 and fixed by adding glutaraldehyde at 0.5% for 10 min. Glutaraldehyde was quenched using a 7-min treatment with 0.1% NaBH~4~. Cells were washed three times in PBS for 5 min, followed by blocking in TBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 and 2% BSA for 10 min. Cells were then incubated with anti--α-tubulin (1:1,000) primary antibody for 30 min, followed by four 5-min washes in TBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 and incubation with 647 nm Alexa Fluor--conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen) in TBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 and 2% BSA for 30 min. Cells were mounted and imaged in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories). 3D image stacks were acquired (75 × 0.2-µm *z*-sections) using a 100× oil NA 1.4 objective on an Olympus Deltavision Elite microscope (Applied Precision Ltd.) equipped with a DAPI, FITC, Rhodamine, or Texas Red and Cy5 filter set, solid-state light source, and a CoolSNAP HQ2 camera (Roper Technologies) at 37°C. Images were acquired, the stacks were deconvolved using SoftWorx, and fluorescence intensity measurements were made manually after background subtraction and normalization to the CENP-A or CREST signal. Figures were constructed in Illustrator CS5 (Adobe Systems).

Statistical methods {#s16}
-------------------

Staining intensity distributions were compared using a two-sample *t* test in R. Data distributions were assumed to be normal, but this was not formally tested.

Live-cell imaging {#s17}
-----------------

To film kinetochore fates, HeLa-K eGFP-CENP-A--expressing cells were seeded in FluoroDishes (World Precision) and imaged in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin, and 0.1 µg/ml puromycin. 3D image stacks (25 × 0.5-µm *z*-sections) were acquired every 7.5 s using a 100× oil NA 1.4 objective on an Olympus Deltavision Elite microscope equipped with a eGFP and mCherry filter set, Quad-mCherry dichroic mirror, solid-state light source, and CoolSNAP HQ2 camera. Environment was tightly controlled at 37°C and 5% CO~2~ using a stage-top incubator (Tokai Hit) and a weather station (Precision Control). Image stacks were deconvolved using SoftWorx (Applied Precision Ltd.), and kinetochore fates were determined manually. Measurements of kinetochore velocity were taken manually from tracks of persistent movement that lasted at least three time frames. Images were deconvolved using SoftWorx, and fluorescence intensity measurements were made manually after background subtraction. To film kinetochore fates in the hTERT-RPE1 eGFP-CENP-A cell line, cells were seeded in FluoroDishes and imaged in Leibovitz L-15 supplemented with 10% FCS. 3D image stacks (25 *z*-sections, 0.5 µm) were acquired every 2 s for 5 min using a 100× 1.4 NA oil objective on a confocal spinning-disk microscope (VOX Ultraview; PerkinElmer) equipped with a Hamamatsu Photonics ORCA-R2 camera, controlled by Volocity 6.0 (PerkinElmer) running on a Windows 7 64-bit (Microsoft) PC (IBM) at 37°C. Images were deconvolved with Huygens 4.1 (SVI) using a point spread function measured from microbead images (using the Huygens 4.1 PSF distiller), and visualized in Fiji.

EM {#s18}
--

For correlative light EM experiments, HeLa-K eGFP-CENP-A--expressing cells were imaged on gridded glass dishes (P35G-1.5-14-CGRD; MatTek Corporation) using a Deltavision microscope as described earlier. The photo-etched grid coordinate containing the cell of interest was recorded using bright-field illumination at 20×. The same cell was then relocated, and live-cell imaging was acquired at 100×. Kinetochore pairs of interest where tracked as described earlier, and once the congression event had occurred, cells were immediately chemically fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde, 0.5% paraformaldehyde, and 0.1% tannic acid in 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, for 1 h and processed for SBF-SEM. Samples were processed and images segmented as previously described ([@bib34] *Preprint*). In brief, cells were postfixed in reduced osmium (2% osmium tetroxide, 1.5% potassium ferricyanide) for 1 h, incubated in 0.1% thiocarbohydrazide in dH~2~O for 20 min, and incubated in 2% osmium tetroxide in dH~2~O for 30 min before being incubated overnight in 1% uranyl acetate dH~2~O at 4°C. Cells were incubated in Walton's lead aspartate at 60°C for 30 min and then dehydrated in graded series ethanol before being infiltrated and embedded in EPON 812 hard premixed resin (TAAB). Once the resin had fully polymerized, the coverslip was removed and the cell of interest was located using previously acquired grid coordinates. The block of resin containing the cell of interest was then excised and mounted on to a cryo pin using Silver Dag (Agar Scientific). Excess resin was trimmed away with an Ultramicrotome (Leica Biosystems), leaving a 200 × 200-µm block face. To reduce charging, the block was first painted with silver conductive paste (TAAB) before 10 nm gold/palladium was evaporated onto it (Quorum Technologies). Imaging was done using Gatan 3View System and Digital Micrograph software (Gatan) and FEI Quanta 250 (FEI). To image the whole cell including all chromosomes and visualize both microtubules and kinetochores at a resolution of ∼5 nm in *x* and *y* and 60 nm in *z*, the following imaging parameters were used: 4,000 × 4,000 frame size, 12-µs dwell time, 2.3 KeV, 50 Pa, and magnification 9500×. Kinetochores were identified in the images as electron-dense regions on chromatin that span two to three *z*-slices (120--180 nm).

Online supplemental material {#s19}
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows effectiveness of siRNA and CRISPR/Cas9 targeting Ska1. Fig. S2 shows slice by slice representation of the EM and its associated render for the kinetochore pairs shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. S3 shows an example flip event from an untreated RPE1 cell. Fig. S4 shows changes in eGFP-CENP-A signal do not contribute to the observed increase in Ska1 at congressed kinetochore pairs. Fig. S5 shows quantification of eGFP-CENP-A and tagRFP intensity.
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